TERMINAL UNITS AND ACCESSORIES

HOSES FOR MEDICAL GASES
Anti-squeezing hoses, according to standard EN ISO 5359,
Ø 5x11.5 mm for medical compressed gases available in colors
white, white-black and blue and Ø 6.3x13.5 mm for suction
available in colors yellow and green.

CATHETER CONTAINERS
flow-meter™ catheter containers are accessories allowing
the operators to put down in a hygienic way the suction hose
during their activity. They are made with tube of polycarbonate
Ø 54 mm by 400 mm length, and they are fully autoclavable
(121 °C - 15 min.). Moreover these containers can be placed
in a specific support ring for rail or trolley, in a single or twin
construction.

JOINTED EXTENSIONS
flow-meter™ jointed extension is a system particularly suitable
to support the corrugated tubes of respiratory circuits.
The jointed extension is available with or without rail clamp bracket,
with one or two joints allowing an easy orientation and with a device
to fix two tubes Ø 16 mm or Ø 22 mm. Thanks to the swivel joints with
cogging, it is an efficient support for even considerable weights.
Sizes of sections | Type with:
ONE JOINT
TWO JOINTS

First section: 150 mm - Second section: 450 mm
First section: 150 mm - Second section: 450 mm
Third section: 300 mm

PHLEBOCLYSIS RODS
flow-meter™ phleboclysis rods are support units particularly
suitable to hold the infusion bottles during the hospital
therapies.
The phleboclysis rods allow an easy orientation and they can have the
two following constructions:
- fixed construction, with straight or angled terminal piece and two
hooks;
- extendible construction, with angled terminal piece and four hooks.
Thanks to the particularly strong structure made of chrome-plated
steel, they can support even considerable weights.
Different constructions are produced under request.
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